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failure to Verify the Reactor Water Cleanup System Was Available as an Alternate Means of Shutdown Cooling Due
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I On October 26, 1997, at approxia:ately 0245 hours, with the plant in Hode 4
(COLD SHUTDOWN), the Operations Department discovered that Component Cooling
Water-(CCW) was not aligned to the "A" Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) non-

p regenerative heat exchanger.(NRHX). At this time the plant was in the
Technical Specification (TS) Limiting condition for Operation (LCO), 3.4.10,4

"RNR-Shutdown Cooling (Cold shutdown)." -The Action Statement for TS LCO 3.4.10
required verification of an availaole alternate method of decay heat removal
for each inoperable RHR shutdown cooling subsystem. The RWCU system was being
- credited as one of z the alternate methods of decay heat removal, and because of
the unknown'CCW system alignment to the "A" RWCU NRHX,.the TS LCO Action

.

Statement for verifying an alternate method of decay heat removal had not been
met. The cause of this event was procedural deficiency-inadequate scope. The
corrective actions for this event include-aligning the component Cooling Water
system to the "A" RWCU NRHX, revising CPS procedure 3303.01, " Reactor Water

,

,
cleanup'(RT)," reviewing other procedures to ensure proper heat exchanger valve
lineups, defining "available" as it pertains to support system adequacy
.includlag analyzing system procedures to ensure their adequacy in verifying a
system availables and briefing appropriate personnel on this event.
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D2sCRIPTION OF EVENT

od August 5,.1997,;at approximately 0412 hours, Clinton Power station (CPS) was in Mode 4
(COLD SHUTDOWN), and reactor (RCT) coolant temperature was being maintained between 100 and
120 degrees Fahrenheit (F) at atmospheric pressure. The sixth refueling outage was in -i

progress. Technical specification (TS) Limiting condition for operation (LCo) 3.4.10,
"RNR-shutdown Cooling-(Cold shutdown)," was being tracked due to operability' concerns
accociated with the Residual Heat Removal [BO) (RNR) system. The Action Statement
accociated with Ts LCO 3.4.10 required that an alternate method of decay heat removal-be

'

available for each inoperable RHR shutdown cooling subsystem. .The Reactor Water Cleanup
[ cycten (CE) (RWCU) with the "A" regenerative /non-regenerative heat exchanger (HX) train was

in service and available as the alternate method of decay heat removal for the RHP "A"

chutdown cooling subsystem.

On October 26, 1997, at appromin.ately 0245.bours, reactor coolant temperature was trending
down due-to ambient conditions associated with seasonal-changes. To maintain reactor
coolant temperature within the desired temperature band of 100 to 120 degrees F, the "A"- ,

Control. Room Operator (CRO) was sianipulating valves 1G33-F107 (20) and 1G33-F042A [20] per-

CPS procedure 3303.01, " Reactor Water Cleanup _(RT)," section 8.2.6, " Vessel Water,

circulation / Cooling (Recirculation Mode) (Alternate Decay Heat Removal)." Throttling these'

,

'

|- valves adjusts the RWCU return temperature to the reactor vessel (RPV). During throttling
of valves 1G33-F107 and 1G33-F042A to increase RWCU return temperature to the reactor

;

vessel, control room operators determined that the system was not responding as expected.
An investigation was initiated and Condition Report 1-974 0-495 was written to track this
incue. At approximately 0345, october 26, 1997, during the invostigation, the operating
crew discovered that the Component Cooling water (CCW) system was aligned to the standby
redundant-"B" RWCU non-regenerative heat exchanger, vice the in-service "A" RWCU non-
rsgenerative heat exchanger as believed. Because CCW was not aligned to the "A" non-
regenerative heat exchanger, throttling of valves 1033-F107 and 1G33-F042A had no effect on

z

RWCU return temperature to the reactor vessel. In response to this discovery, operations
;| aligned component Cooling Water to the in-service "A" RWCU-non-regenerative heat exchanger;

train and secured Component Cooling Water to the standby "B" RWCU non-regenerative heat
exchanger at approximately 0440 hours, on October 26, 1997.

| During the review of this event it was discovered that component Cooling Water had not been
i aligned to the-"A"-RWCU non-regenerative heat exchanger since it was.placed in service on

July.28,: 1997.- On July 22, 1997, the RWCU system was shutdown for maintenance. On this
date the "B" RWCU heat-exchanger train was in service. When maintenance was-complete, a-
decision was made-to restart the RWCU system with the "A" RWCU heat exchanger train. On
July 25, 1997, the RWCU eystem was started in accordance with CPS procedure 3303.01. The
prsrequisites of CPS procedure.3303.01 state that Caponent cooling Water is not required'

when'RPV. temperature is maintained.<|120 degrees F. This exemption is also stated in the
peccaution section of CPS 3303.01. Because the plant was in Mode 4 with reactor coolant-- '

temperature being maintained between 110 degrees-F and 120 degrees F, Component Cooling
Water was not aligned to the "A" RWCU.non-regenerative heat exchanger when it was placed in
service. .

In. response to this event, no automatic or manually initiated safety system-responses were
,

nscessary to place the: plant in a safe and stable condition. This event wee not-affected =l

by other inoperable equipment or components. I
,
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CAUSE OF THE EVENT,

The cause of this. event was procedural deficiency-inadequate scope. CPS procedure 3303.01'

did not address the requirements for verifying availability.
'

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

Th3 Comporrant Cooling Water system alignment was changed to provide-cooling to the "A" RWCU

ncn-regenerative heat exchanger. CPS procedure 3303.01 was revised to require verification
of the component Cooling Water valve lineup to the in-service RWCU non-regenerative heat

i cuchanger when using RWCU as an alternate method for Decay Heat Removal. Th.8s revision
alco included Main control Room log entries required for crediting RWCU as an alternatei

mode for Decay Heat Removal. Other system procedures governing heat exchanger operation<

| were reviewed to ensure water acting as a heat sink was properly aligned and no
d3ficiencies were identified. "Available" as it pertains to support system adequacy will

i be riefined and system procedures will be reviewed to ensure their adequacy in verifying a
system "available." Finally, appropriate personnel will be briefed on this event.

ANALYSIS OF EVENT
,

' This event is reportable under the provision of 10CFR 50.73 (a) (2) (1) (B) as an operation
or-condition prohibited by the plant's Technical Specifications. CPS failed to verify that

,

th3 RWCU system was available as one of the alternate methods for shutdown cooling-from
F August 5, 1997, to October 26, 1997. This determination was based on not verifying the

proper system lineup for the "A" RWCU non-regenerative heat exchanger that was in service.
,

Because the "A" RWCU non-regenerative heat exchanger lineup was not verified, the Action
Statement required by LCO 3.4.10 was not met. The Action Statement requires verification
of an alternate method-for shutdown cooling be made within one hour after a loss of both

L
~ pHR shutdown cooling subsystems and once every 24 hours thereafter..

f'

Th3 nuclear safety significance of this event was minor because the Operations staff was
able to quickly identify that the system was not responding as expected when attempts were
made to adjust the.RWCU return temperature to-the reactor vessel. As a result, the
unidentified Component Cooling later lineup to the "A" RWCU non-regenerative heat exchanger
w o identified and component Cooling Water was restored in an expeditious manner.
Additionally, the plant had been shut down since September 5, 1996, and decay heat-load was"

low. Finally,'The "B" RHR subsystem was available and in service during this period.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

No equipment or components failed during this event.

Illinois Power has not reported in recent-history an event involving a failure to verify
evcilability of a backup system for shutdown cooling.

For further information regarding this event, contact R. B. Bedford, Assistant Director of
Operations, at (217) 935-8881, extensicn 3650.
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